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YEREVAN - Dozens of entrepreneurs from Thailand, Switzerland, Canada, the
United States, the Russian Federation, Lebanon, and Turkey want to start
jewelry business within the framework of jewelry free trade zone. The
Chairman of the Armenian Jewelry Association Gagik Gevorgyan stated this in
a conversation with "Armenpress".
Among other things the Chairman of the Armenian Jewelry Association Gagik
Gevorgyan underscored that the registration of enterprises and private
entrepreneurs for the jewelry free trade zone will launch in November and
will be over two or three months later.
In addition Gagik Gevorgyan emphasized that some of the foreign jewelers
expressed the wish to start business in Armenia after the participation in
the "Yerevan Show - 2013" exhibition.
At the exhibition, which has become a traditional event, presented are
world famous companies manufacturing jewelry and watches, jewelers,
suppliers of jewelry from Armenia and from two dozen countries from all
over the world. Over 140 buyers have arrived to Armenia to participate in
the Exhibition, which according to the organizers, is a good opportunity
for the local companies to find new markets for their products.
President Serzh Sargsyan and Mrs. Rita Sargsyan attended the opening of the
Yerevan Show-2013 International Jewelry Exhibition at the Karen Demirjian
Sport and Concert Complex. The event was being held on the next day after
the Jeweler's National Day holiday established by the decree of the
Government of Armenia.
With regard to the events organized in the framework of the Exhibition,
President Sargsyan was informed that there is an intention to organize a
conference entitled the "Current Situation in the Jewelry Production:
Problems and Prospects." At the Conference, the Chairman of the World
Armenian Jewelers Association (AJA) Gagik Gevorkian will present Union's
project on establishing in Yerevan a jewelry free trade zone. At the
Conference introduced will be the newly established the AJA's research Fund
of the Armenian Jewelers.
Held by AJA for the third consecutive year in the Armenian capital, Yerevan
Show has already become a well-known and respected exhibition which
traditionally attracts the most prominent jewelry companies and
professionals.
The Yerevan Show initiated by AJA is evolving into an effective
international business and relationship platform, aimed at further
developing the jewelry industry in Armenia. The essential idea is for
Yerevan Show to become one of the major regional jewelry exhibitions and
gain international status. Today, one can safely assume, our annual show is
the most capable means for multilateral cooperation. Yerevan Show October
2013 will provide you with many benefits and a great opportunity to promote
your product, expand your market and meet buyers from accommodating them a
chartered plane CIS (Russia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Belarus, etc), Europe,
north America, UAE, India, the Middle East and Gulf countries
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